
Wedding Photography &

Cinematography
Welcome!

 
First and foremost, congratulations and thank you for your interest in Palacios
Photography and Film!

 
This is an exciting time for you and your family, and we hope we can help preserve
these memories for you. 
The task you have in front of you is not an easy one. Choosing an artist to tell your
story is probably one of the most important decisions you will have to make in the
upcoming months and one that will be with you for the rest of your life!

 
Sure, where uncle Bob sits and who gets chicken or beef are important decisions, but
none carry the long term implications of your imagery. 
Our goal is to tell your story in the most compelling way possible. We treat every
event with the care and the trust that it deserves. What could be more important than
giving your family beautiful images that will provide enjoyment for years and hopefully,
generations to come.

 
The responsibility of documenting your big day is one we take very seriously. 
Enclosed you will �nd detailed information about our products and packages. Please
let us know if you have any questions.

 
We look forward to working with you



 -Geovanny Palacios

Wedding Photography

The Essentials | $1,595 

 

- 1 Photographer 

- Up to 6 hours of coverage 

- High-resolution digital images from

your wedding

Select

The Medium

Collection | $2,495 

- Engagement session/Save the date 

- Up to 8 hours coverage 

- 1 photographer 

High resolution digital images from

your wedding

 - Slideshow with your wedding

images 

- Personal websites

Select

Premium Collection

| $3,995

 

11x14 Premium Heirloom Wedding

album (50 pages)

 - Engagement Session or post-

wedding  session 

- Engagement guest book 

- 20x30 canvas

- 2 Photographers 

- High-resolution digital images from

your wedding 

- Up to 10 hours coverage 

- Slideshow with your wedding images

- Personal website for 60 days

Select

Wedding Cinematography



 

   A wedding film is truly an investment to document all the pieces

moments and events that make your day unique from all the rest! 
It captures the true essence of your wedding, your love and the

quirks of who you both are. Making this investment truly a priceless

one. 

 

 Package #1 - $1,995

 

- Up to 8 hours of
continuous coverage
- Aerial coverage (if

permitted)
- Creative 3-5 minutes

Highlight video
- Full Ceremony and

Speeches/Toast
- Digital delivery

Select

Package #2 - $2,795 

 

- Up to 9 hours of
continuous coverage

- 2 Videographers 
- Aerial coverage (if

permitted) 
- Creative 5-7 minutes

Highlight video 
- 40+ Documentary edit

video 
- Digital delivery

Select



Optional Add ons: 10x10 Wedding Album - $650.00

Extra photographer $500.00

Our available dates �ll up quickly because we only accept a limited number
of weddings each year. 
Please contact us as soon as you can!

Geo Palacios | 617-595-3581 | info@palaciosstudio.com | Palaciosstudio.com 

mailto:info@palaciosstudio.com

